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Reducing complexity
for the commercial
insurance carrier

Commercial property and casualty carriers face
complexities that have historically challenged
automation. While line-of-business software
effectively automates many aspects of commercial
insurance management, a significant amount of
critical information needed for decision-making is only
available on paper or in other systems. Integrating the
right enterprise content management (ECM) solution
into your commercial insurance automation strategy
will ensure that the right information is delivered when,
where and how it’s needed.
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What are the unique challenges facing commercial carriers?
Commercial insurance underwriting and claims management is substantially
more complicated than personal lines. There are many reasons that explain
this complexity. Commercial property and casualty insurance is frequently
characterized by:
·· Many different types of coverage that can be complex in nature
·· Managing a group of policies - such as properties, assets, assets in transit,
employees, products, and liabilities to third parties - is more involved than
managing a single policy
·· A multitude of manual, hands-on tasks due to the ‘one-off’ nature of
underwriting commercial risk
·· Extensive personal and business transactional communications between the
insurance carrier and the broker/agent
These factors have made automating commercial insurance extremely
challenging. Commercial property and casualty software must manage the core
functions of the policy and claims lifecycle as well as a variety of documents,
papers and other information that are needed for sound underwriting decisions
and accurate claims management. Much of this content could originate on paper,
in other systems in a variety of file formats, or from external service bureaus
such as ISO, Mitchell International, NCCI, and Department of Motor Vehicles.
Even with traditional automation tools there is still a large amount of vital
information that is not easily accessible when and where it’s needed.

What is the solution?
Integrating an ECM solution with commercial software fills the information
gap by giving users immediate access to both structured and unstructured
information, regardless of its source. Hyland has collaborated with Duck Creek
Technologies, a leading provider of property and casualty insurance software, to
create a combined, full-service solution that offers the best of both worlds. The
Duck Creek software is a high-performance, functionally rich property and
casualty insurance solution that supports multiple lines of insurance including
commercial, specialty and personal. Hyland’s OnBase ECM complements Duck
Creek’s suite of software by providing an effectual document, workflow and case
management system that can support all the unique facets of delivering and
servicing commercial insurance.
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OnBase’s proven capabilities enable users of Duck Creek’s policy and claims
management software to:
·· Easily access information captured by Duck Creek Policy and Claims
·· Generate new documents and correspondence using existing content
·· Leverage case management capabilities that support dynamic processes and
provide users with a comprehensive view of all the information they need to
complete their work
With the combined Duck Creek Suite / OnBase solution, users retrieve documents
and files from directly within their Duck Creek software without ever having to
leave their familiar claims and underwriting environment. All documents and
files are instantly available, eliminating the need to search through multiple
applications, file shares or paper records. In addition, business processes that
are heavily dependent on documents, content and people are streamlined and
automated. Furthermore, the exchange of information with brokers, agents and
customers is accelerated, improving customer service.

The integrated Duck
Creek and OnBase solution
not only supports the complex
demands of commercial and
specialty insurance, it also has
the flexibility to easily manage
personal lines.

How does an integrated OnBase + Duck Creek solution improve underwriting
and policy administration?
Commercial underwriting is complex. In many cases commercial insurance
underwriters are burdened with a series of manual tasks and processes that
decrease efficiency and increase the possibility of errors. The integrated Duck
Creek and OnBase solution provides options of workflow management tools
needed to automate repetitive tasks and underwrite risk with greater certainty.
By using configuration tools, underwriters create business rules that simplify
the process.

Document management
Tracking and managing the multitude of documents needed to issue a policy
can be labor intensive. Between required trailing documents and other
information needed to bind and process business, carriers need to track a wide
range of documents. Commercial new business applications can have dozens
of attachments, including loss history reports, rating bureau information and
broker submission documents.
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Can technology drive competitive advantage?
The combined Duck Creek and OnBase solution empowers underwriters with
instant access to all the information and documents they need. Underwriters
make more informed decisions about whether to accept or reject risks as well as
how to accurately price policies. The solution organizes and presents material
that logically complements the underwriting process. And OnBase’s intelligent
document assembly engine ensures that documents are grouped together into
packages that make the most sense.

With instant
access to all the
information you
need, you make
better-informed
decisions.

Productivity enhancement tools
System-level events, such as automated timers, trigger workflow processes that
assign tasks, initiate requests for information and streamline the underwriting
process. OnBase identifies whether crucial documents - such as a loss control
inspection report or a three-year loss run report - are missing from the system,
and alerts you when those documents are received. By using workflow processes,
you have all the information you need when and where you need it - helping you
make better-informed decisions. The system can also access information from
Duck Creek Policy to create key business correspondence to agents, brokers or
policyholders with limited underwriting or claim staff involvement.

An integrated Duck Creek Claims and OnBase to streamline commercial claims
Commercial claims processing requires many sources of documentation including legal business document, depositions, pictures and diagrams.
Commercial lines require many forms and documents that are tightly regulated
by bureaus and departments of insurance. The time it takes to manage the forms
and ensure handling can distract from the investigation and settlement of losses.
Failure leads to increased claims costs from work and penalties.
The integrated Duck Creek Claims and OnBase solution provides end-to-end
claims management support from first notice of loss to settlement and recovery.
Instant access to claims information and documents organized logically helps
the claims adjuster provide speedier and more accurate claims settlements,
improving payout precision and the management of surplus ratios. The bottom
line is increased accuracy and efficiency for adjusters and the claims department
- even for very complex claims.
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Commercial insurance carriers must be able to quickly adapt to market
changes to gain a competitive edge. Among the benefits offered through the
Duck Creek and OnBase integrated solution, there are four that particularly
enable the agility you need.

Cloud implementation
While the integrated Duck Creek and OnBase solution can be implemented
either on-premises or through a cloud model, there are several advantages to
using the latter.
·· Quick response to changing business requirements through immediate access
to combined software solutions
·· Quicker implementation
·· Predictable costs that are aligned to usage
·· Automatic and timely software upgrades with minimal business disruptions
·· Real-time information availability from any Internet-enabled channel
or device
Implementation using a cloud model helps fast-track the introduction of new
commercial insurance products as well as speed entry into new markets, such as
additional states or countries.

Mobility tools
Mobile solutions allow access to your system from virtually anywhere, anytime,
via a tablet or a smartphone.
OnBase mobility tools give field professionals such as underwriters and claims
adjusters access to all the information they need to make decisions and move
business processes forward at the point of service. It also enables on-site capture
of policy and claims information, including property diagrams, images, voice,
data and videos. Captured content is integrated into the case and is immediately
available to everyone working on the policy or claim.

Instantly
access documents,
information and
processes wherever you are.

As a result, data collection at the scene is more accurate, complete information is
readily available for decision making, and data collection costs are reduced.
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Improved data for improved Analytics
Commercial insurers are increasingly using advanced analytics to manage
risk, predict insurance trends and make organizational decisions. Tools
used for analytics need accurate data to be effective. ECM and mobility tools
increase the amount, quality and accessibility of information that can be used
to feed the insurance carrier’s real-time analytics engine.

Self-service portals
Secure self-service portals give authorized users, such as agents, brokers
and policyholders, online access to relevant information for faster response
times and increased customer service capabilities. OnBase makes portals
richer by providing access to pertinent policy and claims documents and
other non-structured content. By providing relevant information on demand,
self-service portals help improve and streamline information exchange
between the carrier and its brokers, agents and customers.

Business benefits of an integrated solution

Extending ECM Across the Insurance Business
The same OnBase ECM software that is being
used to administer policy, underwriting and
claims can be deployed across the business in
applications such as accounting and finance,
human resources, legal, and compliance.
With OnBase, all of an insurance company’s
content management needs can be met by
one easily-supported system tailored to meet
the operating requirements of each individual
business unit.

OnBase is helping accounts payable teams in
thousands of organizations, including insurance
carriers, to make document processing more
efficient. OnBase is also being used worldwide
in human resources departments to streamline
management of employee files, support compliance
initiatives and ensure the security of employee data.

OnBase also offers powerful tools in the legal
and compliance area, an important consideration
for commercial insurance carriers. A robust ECM
No matter what the application, OnBase can
system like OnBase helps insurance carriers comply
effectively manage documents and departmental with state and federal regulations and Federal
work processes, reducing an organization’s
Insurance Office (FIO) requirements. OnBase makes
reliance on paper documents and manual
it easier to facilitate audits and other compliance
processes. This not only saves time and money,
requirements by automatically controlling record
but it also lets employees focus on more
retention activities, including managing cutoff
strategic projects.
periods, retention plans and destruction options.
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An integrated Duck Creek and OnBase solution streamlines decision making
by improving access to all relevant information and documents, automating
time-consuming manual tasks, and making it easier to share information with
brokers, agents and policyholders.
By improving information access, efficiency, and internal and external
communications, the integrated solution can result in:
·· Improved underwriting speed
·· Productivity enhancements that can lead to better financial results
·· Reduced loss ratios
·· Enablement of commercial underwriters to focus on product development
·· Easier to manage complex claims
·· Improved customer service with greater speed and accuracy
·· More accurate information for analysis
·· Enhanced adjuster efficiency
·· Reduced fines from missed deadlines
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For more information, visit OnBase.com/DuckCreekTechnologies »
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